Sponsorship Opportunity

Supporting Community Groups
We are seeking funding to support our work with community groups throughout Ashfield.
Whilst there is a dedicated voluntary and community sector carrying out some amazing
work throughout the District, the voluntary sector has been hit hard in recent years by
funding cuts. This has been compounded by corresponding cuts to statutory services which
has lead to greater pressure on an already overloaded voluntary sector as people
gravitate to an ever-reducing pool of services.
Ashfield Voluntary Action is a voluntary sector
infrastructure organisation, meaning that a big
part of our role in the community is both to
support and represent community groups
locally.
This support is delivered into community groups
in many ways; we provide training; support with
governance and structure; help with funding;
providing advice and guidance and fulfilling the role of the critical friend; helping to set up
partnerships and enhance networking; support with the recruitment, management and
retention of volunteers. We are also a trusted organisation in the community with links into
both statutory and voluntary services and often fulfil the role as broker between the two
sectors.
In an increasingly difficult funding climate, financial support for infrastructure voluntary
sector organisations has all but disappeared. This could not come at a worse time. Savage
cuts across both sectors have meant that community groups are struggling to meet
growing need with reduced capacity. These community and voluntary groups are hit by a
double whammy; their capacity to deliver their service is reduced and their capacity to
ensure that their organisation is robust, appropriately structured, governed and funded is
also reduced. All this at a time when the statutory sector is finally acknowledging the
fantastic role the voluntary sector plays in the community.
We are seeking funding to provide a dedicated part-time
project worker to support voluntary and community sector
groups throughout Ashfield, providing vital expert support.
The cost of running this project for one year is £16,000.
The impact of this service is immense. As an infrastructure
organisation, we try to fulfil this traditional role, but it is a
challenge as currently our experienced community
development workers are tasked with delivering other
projects and basically shoe-horn this work into their role

whenever possible. Whilst we are providing some
support; it nowhere near meets need and this
situation is only going to get worse.
In the last few months we have supported the
following projects; a community group addressing
anti-social behaviour through positive activities, a
service for people living with dementia and their
carers, a project combatting loneliness and isolation
for people with mental health issues, a service for
children and young people with disabilities and their families, a project supporting people
who are homeless, to name but a few.
More is needed, we are only scratching the surface at present. The difference we could
make with a dedicated community development worker is immense. Now more than ever
we need a strong and robust voluntary sector which is fit for purpose. This worker would
enable us to support and upskill these voluntary and community groups, helping them to
make the best use of their assets, plan services to meet local need, and ensure that they
have access to the resources and support to ensure this. Once the worker has supported
groups in terms of structure and governance, they can help them to secure funding which
will increase their capacity and enable them to provide much-needed services in the
community.

Item

Part-Time Community Development Worker for One Year
Detail

Part-time Community
Development Worker

Delivering support to community and voluntary
groups across Ashfield. Project includes salary
and associated costs, administration and
management costs

Cost
£16,000
£16,000

To discuss this project in more detail contact:

Sarah Taylor
Health & Wellbeing Officer
Ashfield Voluntary Action
The Health & Well Being Centre
Portland St
Kirkby-in-Ashfield
Nottinghamshire
NG17 7AE

( 01623 555 551
Email: s.taylor@ashfieldvoluntaryaction.org.uk
Website: www.ashfieldvoluntaryaction.org.uk

